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Clark Supports DSSI
with Professor
David McGee.
Bill Clark, married
with two children,
has had a diverse
and accomplished
career in various
fields and businesses, many of
which were started
by him and have
become extremely
successful. During the 1970’s,
Bill worked at a
Nate Woodward and Bill Clark
small design firm
Bill Clark C’91 and his wife Julie in New York. While there, the group crehave made a five year commitment to fund ated the Mead corporate identity program
(seen on spiral notebooks) and designed
and support the Drew Summer Science
Institute (DSSI). The funding specifically the user interface common to most cash
supports research done by physics students machines in operation today.
After attending a summer term
during eight to ten weeks each summer.
class in astronomy at Drew, Bill returned
This year’s William E. Clark Summer
to school and received his B.A. majoring
Physics Research Scholar was Nathaniel
Woodward C’06, who conducted research in physics. While at Drew, Bill founded
in real-time holography with organic films
(Continued on page 6)

SPS National Conference
and ΣΠΣ Congress

society, a national council was formed
which includes representatives from different regions in the United States. The
entire country is divided into Zones, and
For those of you who don’t
this past spring, I was elected as the Asknow, the Dilated Times is organized and
sociate Zone Councilor for Zone 3. And
printed by the chapter of the Society of
so, in mid-October, I set off for the SPS
Physics Students at our university. Our
National Council meeting. However, as I
own chapter is a small part of the napreviously mentioned, the SPS National
tional organization that is SPS. FurtherCouncil governs Sigma Pi Sigma as well
more, Drew also has a chapter of Sigma
(although the two societies are distinct:
Pi Sigma, the national physics honors
being a member of one does not autosociety. In order to facilitate communication between the chapters within each
(Continued on page 3)

Hendrick Joins Drew
Galaxy of Stars
Dr. Sean Hendrick began a oneyear position at Drew this summer as assistant professor of physics. He is replacing Dr. Pat Boeshaar who left Drew for
U. C. Davis in July.
Dr. Hendrick graduated from
University of Virginia in 1994 with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Physics and
Astronomy. He then attended North
Carolina State until 2003 when he completed his Ph. D. His Ph.D. thesis was
titled, “Thermal and Non-thermal Contributions to the X-ray Spectrum of Large
Magallenic Clouds Supernova Remnants.”
Dr. Hendrick decided to take the
following summer off to lifeguard at
Long Beach Island before returning to
(Continued on page 6)

Dr. Hendrick in his new office at
Drew.

Remember: 2005 is the
WORLD YEAR OF
PHYSICS!!!

More information can be found at
http://www.physics2005.org

A Physics Summer is Alphabet Soup
Nate Does DSSI
This summer, I spent my time at
Drew, participating in the Drew Summer
Science Institute program. The program
is designed for undergraduate science
majors to conduct research under some
faculty member, or on their own, to gain
research experience. I worked under
David McGee, associate professor of
physics and current director of DSSI on
various projects.
The first half of the summer was
spent in helping create a New Jersey
Governors School project, a program designed for rising high school seniors who
are gifted in the sciences. The objective
was to take a college level experiment in
real-time holography using organic films
and create a lab that could be used by the
NJGSS program. This needed complete
understanding of the subject and the
equipment that was to be used, and took
several weeks for the design and creation
of the manual to be used for the experiments.
The second part of my summer
was spent testing the diffraction efficiency of organic polymer films, created
by the chemistry department at Drew.
The films are being looked into as a new
form of storage media, far surpassing the
capacity of media storage used today.

The films work by storing interference
patterns between coherent light sources
instead of storing images like typical
film. Information can effectively be
burned into the film and retrieved at
some later time, just as can be done with
a CD or current hard drives. The films
are real-time films, which means that
they do not have to be developed and can
used repeatedly.
In testing the diffraction efficiency, I was effectively testing how well
films made with different chemicals
could store information. The objective of
this project was to take the information
that was provided in order to attempt to
optimize which chemicals and what ratios of chemicals to be used in the preparation of the films.
This research led to the end of
the summer, and is still being conducted
as independent research during this fall
semester. Overall, it was not only a valuable experience in which I learned very
much about equipment and research techniques, but was also exciting and a great
deal of fun. The project had good direction but was still free enough for exploration of personal ideas, leading to a sense
of independence within the laboratory.
The experience was invaluable and I
would heartily recommend participation
in the DSSI program.
Nathaniel Woodward ’06

Jackie Works for GSS

fun activities
for the stuAfter spending the first seven
dents, such as
weeks of the summer working with Nate sports, movie
and Dr. McGee preparing a holography nights, and
experiment to be performed in the New dances, and
Jersey Governor’s School in the Scialso make sure
ences, I had the opportunity to work as a
students folcounselor for the program. The Gover- low the rules
nor School is a program for ninety gifted of the proJackie, Dr. Hendrick, and
science students in New Jersey. The stu- gram. In addi- students in the observatory
dents are rising seniors, who come to
Drew to take classes for four weeks. As
(Continued on page 7)
a counselor, my responsibilities combined those usually associated with a TA
Physics Quotations
and an RA. The Governor School students and counselors live in a dorm on
“I have my laser to keep
the Drew campus; this year we lived in
Foster and McClintock. Counselors plan me warm.”

Tina Does an REU
On Tuesday, the first of June,
2004, I packed the contents of my dorm
room into my parents’ car for the second time in two weeks. The first time I
had been moving out of my dorm room
at the end of the spring semester. This
time, I was preparing to move into a
dormitory at Lehigh University, where I
would live for the ten weeks I attended
their REU (Research Experiences for
Undergraduates) program. I spent most
of that first day moving into my new
living quarters, and taking the opportunity to meet several of the other participants in the program. The next morning, I was to meet with my professor at
10:00 to learn more about the work I
would be doing for the remainder of the
summer.
I was not entirely certain what
to expect. I had received some information on the research in which I
would be participating, but it conveyed
only a general sense of the possible
projects. The ongoing astrophysics
projects at Lehigh University involve
the study of binary stars. These range
from the creation and refinement of
computer programs, which extrapolate
various parameters of a binary star system from a limited amount of data, to
studying the spectra of these systems to
better understand their structure and
evolution. My own project would be to
study the spectra contained within the
IUE data base for a specific star. IUE
stand for International Ultraviolet Explorer, a satellite which operated from
the late seventies to the mid nineties.
The satellite is no longer in operation,
and the data it gathered can be accessed
over the internet.
The first step in the process
was to determine which star to study.
My advisor, Dr. George McCluskey,
had compiled a list of binary systems
which were of interest. I then took this
list and searched the database for each
star, carefully noting the number of
spectra associated with each object. I
(Continued on page 5)

~Nate
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Conference
(Continued from page 1)

matically make one a member of the
other.) Sigma Pi Sigma has its own National Congress Meetings once every four
years. When a Sigma Pi Sigma National
Congress occurs, the SPS National Coun-

University of New Mexico, where the
Conference was held.
cil is scheduled to meet at the same time,
so that the two events might be combined.
Such was the case this past fall. For four
intense days, I had the opportunity to
meet members of SPS chapters from
around the country, compare notes, listen
to fascinating speakers, and speak to a
number of physicists.
The Congress was held in Albuquerque New Mexico this year, and began
early Thursday morning with a visit to the
Trinity Site. The experience was in some
ways surreal. Flat scrublands seemed to
stretch for miles into the serene distance,
yet we were standing at ground zero for
the first atomic bomb. The trip was made
even more interesting by the presence of
Dr. Worth Seagondollar. As a young scientist, he actually worked at the Trinity
Site to help create the first atomic bomb.
As we stood beneath the bright sun in the
middle of the wide, barren plain, he
shared his experiences with the group attending the trip. The visit included a stop
at the McDonald Ranch house where the
bomb was assembled, and ended with
lunch at the Owl Café. The first day commenced with a dinner meeting of the SPS
National Council, where the AZC’s and
ZC’s shared some information about their
respective chapters and zones, and were
prepared to help host the Sigma Pi Sigma
National Congress meetings which would
take place over the next two days.
The Congress meetings themselves were incredibly fascinating. The

Congress consisted of a combination of
workshops for Sigma Pi Sigma members
and plenary talks. The focus of the 2004
Congress was ethical issues within science. These issues were approached
through a number of case studies, during
which Sigma Pi Sigma members gathered
in small groups to discuss the topics at
hand. These included the ethical dilemmas inherent in participating in research
funded by the military, the responsibility
of publishers and authors for providing
accurate and real data in papers, the role
of Sigma Pi Sigma in promoting diversity
in physics, and the importance of considering devotion to teaching in granting
professors tenure. The suggestions made
in each of these sessions were then drawn
up into a set of resolutions which were
voted on by all the members of Sigma Pi
Sigma present at the congress. Resolutions which passed were recommended to
the SPS National Council for further consideration. The Congress also contained
some fascinating talks on a variety of subjects. Some notable speakers included
Mildred Dresselhaus (who spoke on her
personal experiences with ethics in physics), Jocelyn Bell Burnell (who was the
first to discover pulsars), John Ridgen
(who gave a fascinating talk on Einstein),
Carl E. Wieman (the Nobel Laureate who
discovered Bose-Einstein Condensation),
and Worth Seagondollar to name a few.
Meanwhile, the SPS National
Council Meeting was taking place immediately before and after the Congress.
The year 2005 is the World Year of Physics (the UN has declared 2005 the International Year of Physics, so the event is
truly worldwide). The Sigma Pi Sigma
Congress served as the kick-off event for
this year. However, it is important to
spread the word to the general public, as
well as to members of the general community. Anyone with a computer can
help participate in scientific research
through downloading a screensaver at
http://www.physics2005.org/events/
einsteinathome. While the screensaver
runs, your computer will help analyze
data from LIGO (Laser Interferometer
Gravitational Wave Observatory) as scientists search for gravity waves. Middle
school students can participate as well
through programs such as PhysicsQuest
and Measure the Earth with Shadows.
Information on more World Year of Phys-

ics events can be found at http://www.
physics2005.org. Furthermore, all SPS
events this year should be labeled WYP
events (particularly Zone meetings), and
may be posted on the WYP website. The
website also contains suggestions for
teachers and possible projects, so spread
the word!
Other topics of discussion included the submission of Zone reports
and application for outstanding chapter
awards. At this time, it was suggested
that examples of excellent chapter reports
be provided. These reports generally include pictures and detailed descriptions of
events. One piece of advice for creating a
truly outstanding report would be to have
one chapter member take notes and write
up a few lines on each event as it takes
place, so that by the end of the school
year, the overall chapter report is easier to

Tina at the Trinity Site
assemble. The Nucleus and the ComPADRE database were also discussed. The
Nucleus is SPS’s student website, where
members can go to chat with other physics enthusiasts from around the country.
ComPADRE is a database which provides
information on job (summer and longer
term) opportunities for physics students. I
would strongly encourage students to visit
both sites. Overall, the Congress and
Conference were an exciting and interesting experience. After those four days, I
am looking forward, more than ever, to
this year in SPS.
Tina Aragona ’05
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Observatory Summer Fun!
More Improvements for the
Observatory – Fun With
Mirrors

where they were stripped of the old coatings and then recoated. In fact we discovered that it was Denton who had done the
original coating for these mirrors. The
mirrors were ready for pickup in the middle of June for reinstallation.
Mark Kelley of DFM Engineering in Colorado came to Drew for three
days in late June to assist us with reinstalling the mirrors and to perform a thor-

After almost eleven years of operation of the “new” 16” DFM telescope,
it became apparent that it was time for a
mirror cleaning. Looking down the telescope tube at the open primary mirror revealed copious amounts of dirt and even
very tiny pinholes through the aluminized
surface. It was surprising to us that images of any brightness were still visible at
the eyepiece. The New Jersey atmosphere had done its work. So in early
May, with some trepidation, both the primary and secondary mirrors were removed. This was after receiving step-bystep instructions from DFM to assure that
we would minimize alignment problems
when reinstalling them. The process was
Removing the telescope’s mirror.
tedious but no mirrors were dropped on
the floor, and we all breathed a sigh of
relief when they were carefully packed up ough telescope tune-up. Mark was the
original installer of the telescope in 1994,
for shipping. They were hand delivered
and it was very helpful to have him on
to Denton Vacuum in Moorestown, NJ

hand again as we installed and collimated
the mirrors – a slow, screw by screw adjustment process. Mark also installed
several software upgrades to the telescope
control software to make its operation a
bit smoother. He cleverly improved the
pointing accuracy of the telescope, not by
physically adjusting the mount, but by
carefully measuring the pointing errors
across the sky and then curve-fitting the
errors as a function of position. The software was then programmed to correct
appropriately depending on the telescope’s position – it was pretty slick and
the telescope now points as good if not
better than when it was originally installed. And with virtually new mirrors,
the image is back to original brightness –
the telescope is ready for another ten
years.
For those who have worked in
the observatory or visited on cold nights,
you may recall that the dome would occasionally refuse to rotate due to slipping of
the motor’s friction wheel on the inner
(Continued on page 9)

Celestial Beings and
Chocolate Cake

was still dark, some driving for hours to
watch history occur. While the sun rose
over the trees, we all gazed through welding glass and the department’s free standStories have been written about
ing telescopes at the golden image of the
it. Symphonies composed to commemosun, dotted with a small spot, hundredths
rate it. And this summer, a group of stuof size of the sun. Every few minutes Dr.
dents had a chance to be a part of this gloF. would bellow “Don’t move!” while he
rified history. On June 8, 2004, Venus
snapped pictures for the Drew Physics
traversed the sun for the first time in 122
Archives.
years.
The last time Venus made this
Led by Dr. Robert Fenstertrip over the sun was in 1882. You may
macher, a group of students, guests and
think that the next time it will happen will
staff amassed on the roof of the Hall of
be in 2126, but the pattern of repetition is
Sciences building at 5:30 AM. Predicted
such that it will recur on June 6, 2012.
to last approximately six hours, ending at
Quoted to be “among the rarest of pre7:30 AM, we stumbled out of bed while it
dictable viewing phenomena,” Venus has
only made this journey
53 times since 2000 BC
and always comes in
pairs a few years apart,
happening alternately in
December and June.
We huddled on the roof,
waving at people we
People gathered on the roof of the Hall of Sciences to
noticed on roofs nearby.
witness the transit of Venus.

Venus crossing the face of the sun.
Venus approached the edge of the sun,
and an image of a teardrop formed,
known as the “black drop effect,” where
Venus appeared to be stretched into a
droplet. As the time passed and Venus
neared the completion of her journey,
chocolate cake was brought out and a
rousing round of happy birthday was sung
to Alison Steele. Tired, but satisfied, we
scattered to start the day.
Source: www.space.com
Elizabeth Bendler ’06
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Tina REU
(Continued from page 2)

Dr. Hendrick’s Math Phys
Quotations:
“I didn’t grade your homework over the weekend
because there was too
much football on TV.”
“We capture what I said
we would ’cause I’m not a
liar.”
further exploration of my star seemed
necessary.
Of course, the summer was not
all work and no play. The REU program I
attended was somewhat large, with
around twenty participants. Meeting
physics majors from other schools was an
interesting experience. I had the opportunity to hear about their physics programs
and classroom experiences. I met some
wonderful people, and a number of us
formed a tight-knit group. We went on a
number of outings, to places such as New
York City, Gettysburg, and even the
beach. There was a physics softball team
(made up of a mix of professors, graduate
students, and REU students). My summer
2004 REU was unlike anything I had previously experienced. In general, REU’s
are a great way to gain exposure to physics research at other institutions, check
out possible graduate schools, and meet
other physics majors from different
schools. I would strongly recommend
participation in such a program to my fellow students.
Christina Aragona ’05

Flux (ergs/cm2/s/Å)

then printed out four sample spectra for
each binary. Dr. McCluskey reviewed
these sample spectra and determined that
the star V373 Cassiopeia deserved further
study and was well suited to the ten weeks
I would be participating in the program.
The binary system V373 Cassiopeia contains two B type stars, the primary a luminous super giant to bright giant, and the
secondary a normal giant star. The period
of this system, 13.4 days, is long for a
binary system, and the stars had been little studied as a result.
The goal of the project was to
find evidence of mass flow out of the system or between the two stars. In stars, the
presence of a stellar wind reveals itself
through P Cygni features. These features,
shown in Figure 1, appear to be an absorption shifted towards the shorter wavelengths with an emission line shifted towards the longer ones. In reality, the
emission part of a P Cygni feature is
caused by the gasses in a star’s stellar
wind absorbing the star’s light and
reemitting it in random directions. Since
some of the gas is moving towards us,
while other sections of it move at an angle
to us and some portions move directly
away, the emission element of a P Cygni
feature would appear as an arc centered
on the laboratory measured emission
wavelength for the object. However, in
the area of the gas directly between us
and the star, absorption overpowers the
emission lines. This gas absorbing the
light is moving directly towards us, so the
absorption line for it will be shifted towards shorter wavelengths. The result is
the distinctive S-curved shape of a P
Cygni feature.

We found several P Cygni features in the spectra we studied for V373
Cas. The most interesting detail about
these was that the Si IV lines displayed
evidence of two distinct stellar wind velocities. Two other P Cygni features were
found, one for N V, and one for C IV.
These lines were partially blended with
neighboring lines, but enough of each line
was clear to provide data which was consistent with either the higher or lower velocity seen in the Si IV feature.
In order to gather the data on
these lines, I printed out close views of
each interesting feature or strong line and
carefully measured the location of the
center of each feature using a ruler and
pencil. I then recorded my findings, and
used an equation, which compared the
laboratory measured wavelength of each
absorption line and the value measured in
the IUE spectra, to determine the stellar
wind velocity. From our data, we found
velocities of around 1200 km s-1 and 460
km s-1. These two distinct stellar wind
velocities meant that either the primary
star in the binary system had two components to its wind, or that the primary and
the secondary each had a stellar wind.
The next step in the process
would have been to determine the amount
of mass flowing out of the system in the
stellar wind. An attempt was made, but
we soon realized that to obtain a reasonable estimate, one would have to find a
complex model of the atmosphere of a
supergiant star. The use of such a model
would be no mean feat, and was beyond
the scope of my research for the summer.
This realization came within the last week
of my summer research. I was somewhat
disappointed that I had to leave, just as
things were getting very interesting, and

Wavelength
(Å)
Wavelength

(? )

Fig. 1 – A P Cygni feature for C IV. (Taken from the MAST IUE website)

Fig. 2. The two P Cygni features associated with SI IV. The two distinct
absorptions in each feature are indicated by the arrows. (Taken from
swp26320 on the MAST IUE website)
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Nate’s DSSI
(Continued from page 1)

The Center for Aerospace Education at
Drew University, which implemented the
use of laser videodiscs for dissemination
of astronomy and space related imagery
for educational use. Soon after, he
founded Optical Data Corporation to commercialize the Center's work. During the
next several years, Optical Data published
numerous interactive video products, including "Windows on Science," the first
videodisc-based textbook. The company
also developed early versions of graphicsbased browsers and navigators. In 1991,
Bill was named an "Educator of the Decade" by Electronic Learning Magazine
and an "Entrepreneur of the Year" by
Ernst & Young.
During the 1990’s, while serving
as executive director of the Entrepreneurial Education Foundation, Bill and his
wife Julie launched The Baby Einstein
Company. In 1998, he joined the company full time as CFO. Together the
Clarks created the developmental media
market, establishing Baby Einstein as a
world-class brand. The Walt Disney
Company acquired Baby Einstein in No-

vember 2001. Bill is currently the development and finance officer for Aigner
Clark Creative, a company whose purpose
is to help other start-up companies and
non-profit organizations.
Bill Clark’s charitable contribution to the DSSI program will help support undergraduate physics students and
faculty as they conduct summer research
at Drew. The DSSI program which involves upwards of 15 students each summer in all science disciplines allows Drew
to continue to compete with the best liberal arts colleges. Students receive a stipend and campus housing for the summer,
and meet weekly to share their experiences. It is not uncommon for their work
to be published or presented at science
meetings, or to form the basis for honors
work at graduation. Funding has come
from numerous sources including grants
from local pharmaceutical companies and
individuals. Additional alumni support
for this valuable program is always welcome as the department continues to
strengthen its overall offerings for its students. Contact Bob Fenstermacher for
more details.
Nathaniel Woodward ’06

Hendrick
(Continued from page 1)

NC State for a post – doc. During his
time at NC State Dr. Hendrick taught
intro-physics classes as well as intro
labs and astronomy labs.
When the year ended, Dr.
Hendrick decided to leave his post-doc
at North Carolina State He became
bored with research and was sick of
staring at a computer screen all day.
He realized he enjoyed teaching more
and starting looking for a teaching job.
This led him to Drew.
This summer, Dr. Hendrick
started at Drew and worked on a team
research project for the Governor’s
School with Jackie Haynicz. Currently,
Dr. Hendrick is teaching the intro physics class along with a lab. He is also
teaching math-physics. Next semester
he will continue teaching intro lab but
will also be teaching astronomy here at
Drew.
So far, Dr. Hendrick is enjoying his experience at Drew. He hopes
to be successful with his unorthodox
teaching style, which incorporates humor, entertainment, and information.
Christina Conzentino ’05.5

Newton in New York
On the evening of October 7th, Dr. F and I attended, by invitation, the opening of an exhibition at the New York Public Library. The title of the ongoing presentation is The Newtonian Moment:
Science and the Making of Modern Culture.
The opening was quite an affair. Imagine the grand entrance hall in its marble splendor,
populated by a throng of people looking erudite; a small group of musicians playing popular music
(madrigals would have been more appropriate); waiters dispensing wine, red or white. We looked for
celebrities but saw none that we could identify.
The exhibition, in a huge room just beyond the entrance hall, explores many facets of NewThe Death Mask of Sir
ton’s
scientific
accomplishments, along with the responses of some of the world’s great figures –
Isaac Newton
among them Voltaire, Marat, Leibnitz, Hogarth, and Benjamin Franklin. On display are more than
250 rare items, culled from the collections of the New York Public Library, and supplemented by loans from other institutions,
notably the Cambridge University Library. Included is Newton’s own corrected copy of his first edition of Principia, published
in 1687 (Latin text, notations in Newton’s tiny handwriting).
We had lots of favorites: etchings of light beams passing through glass prisms; an intricate mechanical model of the solar system, complete with the moons of the planets; Maupertuis’ hand pressing on the top of a globe, in allusion to Newton’s
claim that the Earth is flattened at the poles; William Blake’s colorful depiction of Newton as the powerful god Urizen (a pun on
“your reason”); Newton’s calculation of logarithms to fifty-five significant figures; and at the center of the room, Sir Isaac’s death
mask.
We left with a greater appreciation of the impact of Newton’s work on the culture of his time, and indeed, on every age
that followed. Alexander Pope, a contemporary of Newton’s, elegantly described the great man’s gift to humanity in his famous
couplet:
Nature and Nature’s laws lay hid in night:
God said, Let Newton be! And all was light.
The exhibition will continue until February. It’s worth a trip to the city.
Dr. Ashley Carter
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A Summer Learning Experience
This past summer I was privileged to attend a Gordon Research Conference on physics research and education. It was the third such conference that
I have been invited to. The first was on
thermal physics in 2000. The second was
on quantum mechanics in 2002. (The
conferences are held every two years.)
The subject of this year’s conference, held at Mount Holyoke College
June 13-18, was Classical Mechanics and
Nonlinear Dynamics. Approximately 85
physics professors from the United States
and several foreign countries participated.
The schedule was pretty intense, with 26
hours of presentations and discussions, a
poster session, forums on special topics,
and a planning session for the next conference.
The juxtaposition of the two topics was fascinating. Classical mechanics
is old and mathematically beautiful –
think of the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
formulations. Nonlinear systems and chaotic dynamics are comparatively new and
of wide current interest. A debate ran
throughout the week: Should the exciting
new areas of physics be included in the
undergraduate curriculum? If so, what
material would we be willing to eliminate? There were no definitive answers
but it’s clear that it is easy to fall in love
with chaos theory.
Two talks deserve special mention. Benoit Mandelbrot, the famous discoverer of fractals, spoke on The Rough
and the Smooth. If the dominant feature
of a sine wave is its wavelength, what is
the corresponding feature of a jagged
wave? How does one develop a science
of roughness? Mandelbrot gave examples
Jackie GSS

of fractal dimensions and self-similarity,
nature’s intriguing invariance of structure
with respect to scale. (Pull apart the florets of a cauliflower, then dissect them.
The shapes repeat themselves on smaller
and smaller scales.) Fractal geometry is a
new language that can be used to construct models of physical structures from
ferns to galaxies.
The meteorologist Edward Lorenz is one of the heroes of James
Gleick’s best-selling book Chaos, pub-

A Cauliflower
lished in 1987. Lorenz is an emeritus
professor at MIT, where he works every
day at the age of 87. In the 1960’s he
asked if weather forecasting could be significantly improved. He set up a system
of nonlinear equations describing the state
of the atmosphere and ran numerical solutions using various initial conditions. He
found that small differences could build
up to produce large effects. This sensitive
dependence on initial conditions is called

macher’s electronics lab, which is a scaled
down version of our E-Lab, and assisting
Dr. Hendrick with an astronomy team protion, each counselor acts as a TA for a
class and/or laboratory and a team project. ject. For the project, we used the CCD
The team project is the main focus of the camera on the observatory’s telescope to
take photographs of planetary nebula, galprogram, as it is generally the students’
axies, and globular clusters. I thoroughly
first exposure to semi-independent reenjoyed the experience of working for
search. The classes, labs, and projects
cover a diverse array of science topics not GSS. It gave me the opportunity to brush
up on my electronics skills, learn some
usually discussed in high school.
astronomy, and make ninety great friends!
My responsibilities for the proJackie Haynicz ’06
gram included TA-ing Dr. Fenster(Continued from page 2)

the ‘butterfly effect,’ from the idea that a
single butterfly flapping its wings in
China might, weeks later, ‘cause’ a hurricane in New York. In his talk, Lorenz
illustrated the effect with a computer
model of a pinball machine. Varying the
starting angle from 77.880° to 78.785°
resulted in completely different scores.
The behavior is nevertheless deterministic, in contrast to the weather, which repeats itself in unpredictable ways. Lorenz
believes that the detailed motion of gas
molecules is similarly predictable, given
enough computing power. He is devoted
to large digital computers, having worked
by hand with a desk calculator while making his early discoveries.
There were a number of papers
on topics in biophysics. One that I found
especially interesting was given by Robert
Hilborn, a physicist at Amherst College.
For linear systems, noise always degrades
the performance of a system. But for
some nonlinear systems, the presence of a
moderate amount of noise can actually
enhance the systems’ performance over
what is achieved with no noise. Hilborn
showed that noise-induced pulses added
to a weak periodic signal can lower the
firing threshold of neurons. Known as
stochastic resonance, the phenomenon is
bound to attract further attention.
The weather was great, the
Mount Holyoke campus is exceptionally
beautiful, and the conference was immensely stimulating. For anyone interested, some of the papers presented at the
conference can be found in a theme issue
of the American Journal of Physics, Volume 72, April, 2004.
Dr. Ashley Carter
Physics Quotations
“Why is a Cauliflower?”
-Nate
“I would toast marshmallows if the building went
down.”
-Professor surace during a
fire alarm
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Notes from the Outside
Mark Stewart ’94
I submit this column to the DT to share
what I’ve done with my Drew physics major. A rundown of my career may not be
very exciting, but I’ve had the opportunity
to work with some pretty exciting science
which I hope will interest you. I’ve always
had trouble sitting still, and I feel the physics major has allowed me to “move about”
and work on many projects, from medical
imaging to cell-phones to teaching engineering, computer science, and transistor
physics.
But let me start closer to where you are
now.
On the launch pad…..
Throughout the spring of 1994, running up
to my graduation, I really wasn’t very organized about my future. I had applied to a
few physics graduate programs, but had not
yet heard back, and was frantically trying
to get a couple more pots on the stove. So,
I took some actuary exams and did every

on-campus interview that would take me. I was in the Department of Electrical Engineering, so I switched departments from
got no job offers, but did get admitted to
Physics. It didn’t really matter a whole
grad school – so my decision was easy.
bunch as our research group was composed
First Orbit: Lehigh University
of people with backgrounds from electrical
(Semiconductors)
engineering, physics, chemical engineering
On arrival, an opportunity came up to do
and materials science. I was lucky to part
research in the field of large-area electron- of a great team, and eventually received a
ics. This is the dry term for the “flim-flam, doctorate in electrical engineering.
quick and dirty, just make it work – who
cares how well, but MAKE IT CHEAP”
Of course, the flim-flam-ness never materifield of making transistors over large areas. alized as I’d hoped. I think the best shortNormally, computer chips want to be as
cut I developed was reducing the time to
small as possible, but flat-panel displays
make a transistor from 6 weeks, 2 days all
and x-ray sensors for medical imaging need the way down to 5 weeks, 4 days. I think
to be as big as possible (and, of course, be the final score was, clean room:10, Mark:
bendable, roll-up, put in your pocket, low- 0. The clean room didn’t compromise, but
cost, etc). The project was partially spon- I did evolve into a more careful scientist.
sored by the army, which wants lightweight displays that can be smashed to the Second Orbit: Agere Systems (Integrated
Circuit Design)
ground and shot with a couple of bullets
I went on from Lehigh to work at Agere
and still work. Anyways, the “flim-flamness” of the project appealed to me, and I
(Continued on page 9)
jumped in. One minor detail: the project

Career Corner
There has been much talk lately
about “outsourcing”. Jobs in customer
service, software engineering, and manufacturing have been migrating overseas to
countries with lower labor costs than the
United States. Similarly, it is all too common that much of the technology we use
on a daily basis is not manufactured in
this country. A significant portion of televisions, DVD players, and computers are
all manufactured overseas. How can you
prepare to enter such a marketplace as a
physics major? Fortunately, the

outsourcing of research and development
is still much more difficult than customer
service. Research and development requires a complex mix of laboratories, universities, government funding, and corporate investment that is not easily packaged
and shipped off to cheaper locations.
The other day, after hearing yet another
story about job outsourcing, I just happened to notice 4 help-wanted ads for
physicists to work in fiber optics and optoelectronics. This wasn’t in the New
York Times, by the way. It was in the

Morning Call, which serves a considerably smaller population around eastern
Pennsylvania. My own experience is that
newspaper advertising is usually a sign
the company can’t fill the job through the
normal channels. In other words, keep an
open mind when hearing economic news.
I don’t think anyone has quite yet figured
out how to outsource the incredible diversity of skills learned as a physics major.
Dr. Dave McGee
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Mark Stewart

Observatory Mirrors

(Continued from page 8)

(Continued from page 4)

ways wanted to do. I first taught as an adjunct at the University of Illinois - Chicago
Systems, the former microelectronics divi- and Barat College. Wow, did I particularly
sion of Lucent Technologies. On my first love teaching my course at UIC. I got to
day at the job, I watched a video about how teach a graduate course in semiconductor
Lucent got its name; I remember somedevice physics where my students were all
thing about a combination of lucid and lu- doing fascinating research on a wide array
minescent. Months later, when my diviof topics. It was more like taking 15
sion was spun off as its own company, we courses than teaching one.
were renamed “Agere Systems” – though
So, teaching begets more teaching, and I
we never found out how our new name
made any sense. A leading rumor was that now teach at Northwest College, a twoyear school in WY. WY has roughly the
a strong sounding name inspired confisame population as Morris County, has one
dence in investors. If you owned Lucent
stock a couple years ago you can chuckle, four-year college, and seven community
colleges. I teach engineering, computer
too.
science and some math classes and consult
with a company that does resonant ultraAnyway, at Lucent/Agere, I was hired as
an integrated circuit designer. I was work- sonic testing. And I almost taught a physing my way up the food chain, first analyz- ics class, but it was cancelled due to low
ing transistors at Lehigh and now actually enrollment.
doing something with them. We made
DSP chips for cell-phone products but we The Whole Trip
Sure, I’ve had a lot of dull days (and have
let TSMC, a foundry in Taiwan, do the
probably taught some dull classes), but
hard work of actually building the chips;
we just designed them. We used their 0.13 overall I have really enjoyed the variety of
micron process – which is a pretty impres- opportunities I’ve had. Of course, you
probably could find as much stimulation in
sive process no matter how many times
the last chapter of Griffith’s E&M text – or
you talk about it.
any quantum mechanics book – but it’s
harder to get paid for it, which was my
Deep Space: Teaching, WY
original worry on the launching pad to bePersonal issues (wife in Midwest) pulled
me away from my east coast Agere job and gin with.
Mark Stewart ‘94
I entered into teaching, something I’d alute the quote to. For instance, newspapers
and the popular press often attribute the
quote to Yogi. Perhaps a reader of the
Dilated Times could provide an authoritaIn answer to the call for physics quotations, I propose one of my favorite quotes: tive source for the quote, by which, of
course, I mean a printed source of Bohr's
"Prediction is difficult, especially when it writings, or someone else's writings.
involves the future."
Harry Kriz ’64
But who actually said it? I spent an hour
P. S. Ask Dr. F. about the toll house cookor two a couple of years ago trying to
ies that I used to share with him while we
track this down on the Web. Numerous
web pages attribute it to Neils Bohr, and listened to Jean Shepherd tell tales such as
"The Great Ice Cream War."
the first person I heard use the quote attributed it to Bohr. But not a single web
page I found gave an authoritative source P. P. S. Kriz's Law of the Future states the
for the quote. On the web you'll also find following:
Most things that are predicted never hapit attributed to Mark Twain, Yogi Berra,
and several others. You can classify web pen and most things that happen are
pages according to the person they attrib- never predicted.

Letter to the Editor

Send your favorite funny physics quotes to jhaynicz@drew.edu.
And remember, Letters to the Editor make her smile! :)

dome rail. It was a common feature to
have to “help it along” by pushing on the
side of the dome. After almost thirty
years of dome operation it was discovered that the dome manufacturer now
offers an upgrade kit to replace the friction wheel system with a geared track
system. A large toothed gear on the motor engages a slotted track that is
mounted on the inside perimeter of the
dome. There is no possibility of slipping
anymore, regardless of temperature.
Nate Woodward ’06 and I spent several
days in May drilling lots of holes in the
dome to install the new track and significantly larger motor. Mark Kelley completed the project by wiring the new motor into the computer control system assuring that the dome now regularly follows the telescope as it is slewed to any
visible object in our sky.
With our new observing deck in
2003 and these major improvements, the
observatory performed exceptionally well
for the Governor’s School mini-research
project in July and stands ready for upcoming astronomy courses and a new
round of student projects. It has been an
extremely durable instrument and seems
likely to keep performing at high quality
for years to come. And now we know
how to change the mirrors for next time!
Dr. Bob Fenstermacher

Physics Style
Become a Physics Major and get
your free Drew University
Physics Department T-shirt!!
Or, buy one for $10.
T-shirts are grey with navy blue
writing on front and back,
featuring Maxwell‘s Equations.
E-mail Dr. Fenstermacher at
rfenster@drew.edu to
purchase one.
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Upcoming Events:
November 5th: Science Day
Check out our labs and observatory!
December 13th: Holiday Taco Party
Eat tacos, exchange gifts, and sing physics carols!
Watch For:
Lunchtime Pizza Talks
H-Bar Waffle Brunch

Remember:
The observatory is open to the
public on clear Friday nights!
Come keep Jackie and Ali
company!

Drew University
Department of Physics
Madison NJ
07940
Address Correction Requested

inside...
Physics Summer Experiences, Welcome
Dr. Hendrick, Bill Clark Thank You, Newton
Exhibit in New York City, SPS National
Congress, Observatory News and more!
Contributors: Tina Aragona, Elizabeth
Bendler, Dr. Ashley Carter, Christina
Conzentino, Dr. Bob Fenstermacher, Jackie
Haynicz, Dr. Dave McGee, Alum Mark
Stewart, Nathaniel Woodward

This is serious.
This is science!
~Martha

